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Abstract:With the advent of third-generation synchrotron sources and the devel-
opment of light source techniques, X-ray scattering techniques have become feasi-
ble, leading to new approaches for studying the structures of disorderedmaterials
in a quantitativemanner.We introduce a dedicated diffractometer for high-energy
total X-ray scatteringmeasurement and a newly developed anomalousX-ray spec-
trometer at SPring-8. As advancedmethodologies for the measurement of liquids,
we now offer three state-of-art levitation instruments for aerodynamic levitation,
electrostatic levitation, and acoustic levitation at the SPring-8 beamlines, cover-
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ing a wide temperature range of −40–3000 ∘C. Furthermore, scientific investiga-
tions of glasses, liquids, and amorphous materials reported in the last five years
at SPring-8 are reviewed.

Keywords: High-energy X-ray Scattering, Anomalous X-ray Scattering, Glass, Liq-
uid, Amorphous Materials.

1 Introduction
Scattering methods provide average structural information on materials. X-ray
and neutron scattering techniques have been widely used to directly measure lo-
cal and intermediate-range or nanoscale structures, atomic bond lengths, and co-
ordination numbers by Fourier transformation of the total structure factor 𝑆(𝑄)
(𝑄 = (4𝜋/𝜆) sin 𝜃, 2𝜃: scattering angle, 𝜆: photon or neutron wavelength) to
a real-space function (pair distribution function, 𝑔(𝑟)) using the equation

𝑔(𝑟) = 1 +

1

2𝜋

2

𝑟𝜌

𝑄
max

∫

𝑄
min

𝑄 [𝑆(𝑄) − 1] sin(𝑄𝑟)d𝑄, (1)

where 𝜌 is the number density. To obtain real-space information with sufficient
resolution, it is necessary tomeasure𝑆(𝑄)up to the higher-𝑄 region since ahigher
resolution in real space is achieved with a larger 𝑄

max

.
X-ray scattering techniques have become feasible with the arrival of third-

generation synchrotron sources and/or the introduction of advanced insertion
devices (wigglers and undulators). This is because the use of high-energy (𝐸 >

50 keV) X-rays and X-rays near the absorption edge provide us with sufficient
resolution in real space and element-specific structure information, respectively.
Poulsen et al. [1] reported the first study on silica glass in 1995, which involved
pair distribution function (PDF) analysis based on high-energy X-ray total scat-
tering (HEXTS) measurement. They used high-energy X-rays from a wiggler at the
HASYLAB, Germany to measure scattering data up to𝑄 = 30 Å−1. Since this land-
mark study, HEXTSmeasurements have beenwidely applied to disorderedmateri-
als from ambient to extreme conditions at the third-generation synchrotron radia-
tion facilities of theEuropeanSynchrotronRadiationFacilities (ESRF, France), Ad-
vancedPhotonSource (APS,USA), andSuper Photon ring8 GeV (SPring-8, Japan).
Furthermore, it has become important to apply element-specific scattering tech-
niques to understand the structures of complex disordered materials. The devel-
opment of the anomalous X-ray scattering (AXS) technique [2] has been recently
pursued at ESRF [3, 4], APS [5, 6], and SPring-8 [7]. In this article, we introduce the
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instrumentationdevelopedat SPring-8 for theHEXTSandAXS techniques, and for
levitation techniques for containerless liquids in a wide temperature range. Fur-
thermore, we review some landmark studies carried out during the last five years.

2 High-energy X-ray total scattering (HEXTS)
The neutron scattering technique has been widely applied to obtain reliable ex-
perimental total scattering data since spallation sources allow us to obtain high-
𝑄 data with the time-of-flight technique. On the other hand, conventional X-ray
sources can provide only low-energy X-rays with an insufficient beam flux, and
hence, the maximum obtainable 𝑄 is very limited. Figure 1 shows the effect of
𝑄

max

in the Fourier transformation of 𝑆(𝑄) on the resolution of the total correla-
tion function 𝑇(𝑟) (= 4𝜋𝑟𝜌 ⋅ 𝑔(𝑟)). It is notable that high-𝑄 data are necessary to
study the complex structures of oxide glasses. Scattering experiments using high-
energy X-rays have the following advantages:
(i) Although X-ray scattering data typically suffer from a significant decrease in

the coherent scattering cross section in the high-𝑄 region owing to the na-
ture of the atomic form factor, high-energy X-rays provide high-𝑄 data with
small scattering angles, which can suppress the energy- and 2𝜃-dependent
correction terms (particularly the absorption correction term).
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(ii) High-energy X-rays can be used for scattering measurement in the transmis-
sion geometry owing to their high penetration power, which allows us to use
a millimeter-thickness container for powder and liquid samples containing
heavy elements.

(iii) Highly collimated X-rays with sufficient flux make it possible to perform ex-
periments under extreme conditions, including high temperatures and high
pressures, because small scattering angles allows the reduction of the win-
dow area of the furnace and the high-pressure vessel.

3 Anomalous X-ray scattering (AXS) [2,3,7]
The AXS technique utilizes the anomalous change in the atomic form factor of
a specific element that occurs when the energy of incident X-rays is near an ab-
sorption edge of the element. The complex atomic form factor of an element is
given as

𝑓(𝑄, 𝐸) = 𝑓

0

(𝑄) + 𝑓



(𝐸) + 𝑖𝑓



(𝐸), (2)

where 𝑓
0

(𝑄) is the energy-independent term and 𝑓



(𝐸) and 𝑓



(𝐸) are the real
and imaginary parts of the anomalous term, respectively. 𝑓(𝑄,𝐸) is governed by
the𝑄-dependent 𝑓

0

(𝑄) in a normal X-ray scattering process, and the anomalous
term is negligible. When the energy of incident X-rays approaches an absorption
edge of a constituent element, however, 𝑓(𝐸) has a large negative minimum and
𝑓



(𝐸) changes abruptly near the corresponding absorption edge energy of each
element. One can utilize the difference between two scattering spectra Δ

𝑖

𝐼(𝑄)

near an absorption edge of the 𝑖th element, where one signal is typicallymeasured
at ∼10 eV below the absorption edge, while the other is measured at ∼100 eV
below theabsorption edge (𝐸near and𝐸far, respectively). This differential spectrum
is expressed as

𝛼

𝑖

Δ

𝑖

𝐼(𝑄, 𝐸far, 𝐸near) = Δ

𝑖

[⟨𝑓

2

⟩ − ⟨𝑓⟩

2
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𝑖

[⟨𝑓⟩

2

] Δ

𝑖

𝑆(𝑄), (3)

where 𝛼
𝑖

is a normalization constant and Δ

𝑖

[ ] indicates the difference between
the values in brackets at the energies of 𝐸far and 𝐸near, close to the absorption
edge of the 𝑖th element. The Δ

𝑖

𝑆(𝑄) functions are given by a linear combination
of 𝑆
𝑖𝑗

(𝑄) as

Δ
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𝑆(𝑄) =

𝑁

∑
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∑
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(𝑄, 𝐸far, 𝐸near)𝑆𝑖𝑗(𝑄), (4)
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where the weighting factors are given by

𝑤

𝑖𝑗

(𝑄, 𝐸far, 𝐸near) = 𝑥

𝑖

𝑥
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Δ

𝑖

[𝑓

𝑖

𝑓

∗

𝑗

]

Δ

𝑖

[⟨𝑓⟩

2

]

. (5)

It is notable that compared with 𝑆(𝑄), Δ
𝑖

𝑆(𝑄) enhances the contribution of the
𝑖th-element-related partial structure factors and hence suppresses those of other
partials.

4 Instrumentations for HEXTS and AXS

4.1 HEXTS diffractometer at BL04B2 of SPring-8

TheHEXTS diffractometer [8] dedicated to glass, liquid, and amorphousmaterials
was installed at the high-energy X-ray diffraction beamline BL04B2 [9] of SPring-8
in 1999. The light source at BL04B2 is a bending magnet, which provides horizon-
tally polarized X-rays. The monochromator is a single-bance Si (111) crystal or
Si (220) crystal [9]. Photographs of the two-axis diffractometer dedicated to dis-
ordered materials and the ancillary equipment are shown in Figure 2. The diffrac-
tometer (Figure 2(a)) was designed with a horizontal scattering plane for easier
use of heavy equipment, although the scattered X-ray intensity decreases signifi-
cantly at a large scattering angle in this geometry. In the case of high-energy X-ray
scattering, however, experiments can be performed with small scattering angles,
atwhich the effect of the polarization factor is reduced. The diffractometer has two
2𝜃arms, one is for normal step-scanmeasurementusing threeCdTe detectors and
the other is for quick measurement using an area detector. The advantage of the
step-scanmeasurement is that it provides high-quality data because the contribu-
tion of the background is extremely small owing to the receiving slits and because
aCdTe detector candiscriminateunfavorable contributions, such as fluorescence
fromheavy elements. On the other hand, the area detector is useful for quickmea-
surements (for example, an X-ray image intensifier enables scattering data to be
measuredwithin a 30ms shot, Figure 2(b)), although the contribution of the back-
ground becomes large and the area detector does not provide sufficient energy
discrimination. The advantage of the instrument is that we can switch between
the step-scan mode and the quick measurement mode by changing the detector
without any other rearrangement of the experimental setup,meaning that we can
conveniently perform both measurements depending on the scientific objective.
The typical beam size at the sample position is 2.5 mm (H) ×0.5 mm (W), and the
size can be further reduced for small samples. For example, one can obtain a reli-
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Figure 2: HEXTS diffractometer built at BL04B2 beamline. (A) 4D incident slits, (B) ionization
chamber, (C) CCD camera, (D) vacuum chamber (sample), (E) CdTe detectors, (F) X-ray image
intensifier, (G) 200W CO

2
laser

able structure factor in a wide𝑄-range even with a small amount of sample such
5mg.

In a typical experiment using the step-scan method at room temperature, an
automated sample changer is utilized as themost useful ancillary equipment. The
fully automatic sample changer with an x-translation stage (Figure 2(c)) allows
automatic measurements to be performed on 14 samples. A conventional high-
temperature furnace dedicated to the diffractometer that can reach temperatures
of up to 1100

∘

C is another useful ancillary item. A typical sample container is
a Pyrex or silica glass tube of 2mm inner diameter×0.15mm thickness×65mm

length.

4.2 AXS spectrometer at BL13XU of SPring-8 [7]

The AXS spectrometer was developed at the surface and interface structures
beamline BL13XU [10]. The light source of BL13XU is the SPring-8 standard
in-vacuum undulator, and a cryogenic Si(111) double-crystal monochromator
has been installed [10]. Figure 3 shows the AXS spectrometer attachments in-
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Figure 3: AXS spectrometer
attachments installed at BL13XU
beamline [7]. (A) vacuum chamber
(sample), (B) flight pass, (C) beam stop,
(D) slits, (E) LiF analyzer crystal, (F)
NaI(Tl) scintillation detector

stalled in the built-in six-circle diffractometer (Kohzu Precision Co. Ltd., TDT-17)
at the BL13XU beamline, where the diffractometer operates as a dedicated high-
resolution spectrometer by employing a LiF analyzer crystal. The spectrometer
mainly consists of the six-circle diffractometer, a vacuum sample chamber, slits,
a beam stop, an analyzer crystal, and aNaI(Tl) scintillation detector.

The ideal energy resolution (Δ𝐸/𝐸) of an analyzer crystal is given by

Δ𝐸/𝐸 = Δ𝜃/ tan 𝜃B, (6)

where Δ𝜃 and 𝜃B are the rocking-curve width and Bragg angle, respectively. By
choosing an analyzer crystal with a sufficient rocking-curve width, the contribu-
tions of fluorescence and Compton scattering to an AXS spectrum can be clearly
distinguished with sufficient statistics. In addition, it should be pointed out that
a LiF crystal is a low-cost product. A vacuumchamber is installed to suppress scat-
tering by air around the sample, which is very important for accurately measur-
ing scattering from disordered materials. The vacuum chamber is also useful for
hygroscopic samples. High energy resoluation is an important factor for precise
AXS measurements since fluorescence is induced by incident X-rays while mea-
suring near the absorption edge. The energy resolution of the LiF(200) crystal is
ca. 12 eV in FWHM at 12 keV, which allows the contributions from fluorescence
and Compton scattering to be distinguished. Furthermore, the energy resolution
of the LiF(200) crystal is approximately seven times higher than that obtained by
sagittal focusing of a cylindricalmosaic graphite crystal [3]. The spectrometer can
be used for HEXTS measurement at energies of up to 𝐸∼35 keV without the use
of a crystal analyzer, providing us with 100 times higher photon flux than that of
the BL04B2 bending magnet beamline.
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Figure 4: Photographs of aerodynamic levitation (a), electrostatic levitation (b), and acoustic
levitation (c) instruments.

5 Levitation techniques
As mentioned in Section 2, the HEXTS technique is feasible under extreme con-
ditions, and hence, relevant levitation techniques have been developed for use
with the synchrotron radiation sources [11]. Levitation and containerless meth-
ods allow enhanced glass formation owing to the elimination of extrinsic hetero-
geneous nucleation. They also enable experiments on high-temperature liquids
and deeply undercooled liquids without contamination effects from containers.
Recently, the use of levitation to study liquids and the formation of glasses from
liquids has been of particular interest in understanding the structure of non-glass-
forming liquids and the process of glass formation. Three levitation techniques,
aerodynamic levitation [11, 12], electrostatic levitation [11, 13, 14], and acoustic
levitation [15] are available (Figure 4) at SPring-8.

5.1 Aerodynamic levitation

In the aerodynamic levitation technique [12], a sample is levitated by a gas flow in
a convergent-divergent nozzle, where theBernoulli force pushs the sample back to
the axis of the nozzle. Stably levitated samples can thenbeheated by a continuous
waveCO

2

laser. The condition for levitation is derived from the law ofmomentum
conservation applied to a control volume that contains the sample:

∫[

1

2

𝜌

𝐺

𝜇

2

+ 𝑝]d𝐴 = 𝑀𝑔, (7)
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where 𝜌
𝐺

, 𝜇, and 𝑝 are the gas density, vertical gas flow velocity, and gas pres-
sure, respectively, and 𝑀𝑔 is the sample weight. The integral is evaluated over
the surface𝐴 of the control volume.

5.2 Electrostatic levitation

Theelectrostatic levitation technique [13] is attractive for themeasurementof scat-
tering and thermophysical properties. A charged liquid sample is levitated be-
tween a pair of electrodes, and it is free from obstacles, such as the nozzle or coils
in other levitators. Moreover, to avoid electrical breakdownwhen applying a high
voltage between the electrodes, electrostatic levitators must be operated under
either a pressurized atmosphere (∼0.4 MPa) or high vacuum. High-vacuum con-
ditions are useful for avoiding the undesiable oxidization of melts.

5.3 Acoustic levitation

Acoustic levitationwas recently optimized to levitate low-temperature liquids [15]
in a cryojet. This technique has potential for new applications of low-temperature
liquids in pharmaceutical [16] and engineering sciences.

A single-axis acoustic levitator [15] can levitate liquid and solid drops of
1–3mm diameter at temperatures in the range of −40 to +40

∘

C. The levitator
comprises two acoustic transducers and an acoustic power supply that controls
the acoustic intensity and relative phase of the transducers. The acoustic trans-
ducers are operated at their resonant frequency of ∼22 kHz and can produce
sound pressure levels of up to 160 dB. The force applied by the acoustic field can
be modulated to excite oscillations in a sample.

6 Applications of HEXTS and AXS

6.1 Silica glass and MCM-41

Silica (SiO
2

) glass is themost typical glass-formingmaterial according to Zachari-
asen [17]. The structure of SiO

2

glass comprises regular SiO
4

tetrahedra shar-
ing oxygen atoms at the corners, yielding a continuous random network. MCM-
41 is a prototypical mesoporous material synthesized by researchers at Mobil,
and exhibits a regular arrangement of cylindrical mesopores that form a one-
dimensional pore system. Figure 5(a) shows the total structure factors 𝑆(𝑄) of
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Figure 5: X-ray total scattering data for silica glass and MCM-41. (a) Total structure factor 𝑆(𝑄),
(b) enlarged low 𝑄 region of 𝑆(𝑄), (c) reduced pair distribution function 𝐺(𝑟).

SiO

2

glass and MCM-41 measured at the BL04B2 beamline. The figure shows that
𝑆(𝑄) for silica glass exhibits anfirst sharp diffraction peak (FSDP) at𝑄= 1.55 Å−1,
which is a signature of a continuous random network. 𝑆(𝑄) for MCM-41 is similar
to that for SiO

2

glass in the 𝑄 range of 1–20 Å−1. However, Bragg peaks can be
observed at 𝑄 < 1 Å−1 owing to its hexagonal structure (Figure 5(b)) with a pore
size of ∼55 Å and wall thickness of ∼10 Å. This feature is clearly visible in the re-
duced pair distribution function𝐺(𝑟)(= (𝑔(𝑟)−1)/4𝜋𝑟𝜌) at the nanoscale shown
in Figure 5(c), which is consistent with the neutron PDF data [18].

6.2 AXS measurements of 25BaO-50Nb2O5-25P2O5 glass

Phosphate glasses have become increasingly important owing to their potential
use as novel functional glasses [19, 20] with a low melting point, which can re-
place multicomponent oxide glasses containing bismuth and lead. However, the
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Figure 6: (a) Differential structure factors Δ𝑆(𝑄) for Nb in 25BaO-50Nb
2
O

5
-25P

2
O

5
glass

together with the total structure factor 𝑆(𝑄) obtained by HEXTS measurement and (b) total
correlation functions 𝑇(𝑟) for 25BaO-50Nb

2
O

5
-25P

2
O

5
glass. 𝑆(𝑄) and 𝑇(𝑟) for HEXTS are

displaced upward by 3 and 5 units, respectively, for clarity. The solid and dashed curves of 𝑇(𝑟)
were obtained by Fourier transformation with 𝑄

max
= 9.9 Å−1 and 25 Å−1, respectively [7].

structural analysis of binary and ternary phosphate glasses is difficult owing to
their complex nature, although they have beenwidely studied [21]. The use of AXS
can overcome this problem by providing structural information beyond the first
coordination distance via element-specific information.

The differential structure factors Δ𝑆(𝑄) for Nb in 25BaO-50Nb

2

O

5

-25P
2

O

5

glass together with the total structure factor 𝑆(𝑄) obtained by HEXTS measure-
ment [7] are shown in Figure 6(a). The corresponding total correlation functions
𝑇(𝑟) and differential total correlation function Δ𝑇(𝑟) obtained by Fourier trans-
formation of Δ𝑆(𝑄) are shown in Figure 6(b). The contrast between the HEXTS
data (black) and Nb K edge AXS data is distinct. Although the resolution in the
real space is different between the two data sets, owing to the different 𝑄

max

, it
is demonstrated that the Ba-O correlation is eliminated in the AXS data. Further-
more, significant oscillations are observed between 6 and 9 Å in the AXS data,
suggesting that niobium atoms exhibit specific ordering beyond the first coordi-
nation distance.
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50CaO glass and 64CaO glass. The EXAFS 𝑘3⋅𝜒(𝑘) data were obtained by back Fourier
transformation of the first correlation peak in |FT|. Circles, experimental data; curve, DFT–RMC
model [23].

6.3 Atomic and electronic structures in CaO-Al2O3 glass

Understanding the atomic structure and bonding upon glass formation is one
of the most important scientific topics in glass science. The reverse Monte Carlo
(RMC) modelling technique [22] was recently combined with density functional
theory (DFT) to reveal the relationship between the atomic/electronic structure
and glass-forming ability in several oxide glasses. The general advantage of this
combination is that the RMCmethod canproduce large atomic configurations that
are consistent withmeasured scattering and extended X-ray absorption fine struc-
ture (EXAFS) data, while the DFT calculations can optimize the RMC configura-
tions to provide information about the energetics and electronic structure.

Levitation techniques allow us to prepare high purity samples of 64CaO-
36Al

2

O

3

(high glass-forming ability (GFA)) and 50CaO-50Al
2

O

3

(low GFA)
glasses, because nucleation events can be suppressed owing to the lack of a het-
erointerface. A glass bead of 2mm diameter can be obtained by interrupting the
laser heating of a containerless levitated liquid, providing a cooling rate of ap-
proximately 1000 K/s.

Figures 7a–c show the experimental neutron and X-ray total structure factors
𝑆

N,X
(𝑄) and the EXAFS 𝑘

3

⋅𝜒(𝑘) data, respectively, of 50CaO-50Al
2

O

3

(50CaO)
glass and 64CaO-36Al

2

O

3

(64CaO) glass as colored dots, toghether with the re-
sults of DFT–RMC simulation as black curves. The difference between both the
scattering and the EXAFS data is small for the two compositions, implying that
the short-range structure is similar in the compositions.

The partial pair distribution functions 𝑔
𝑖𝑗

(𝑟) of the aboveCaO-Al
2

O

3

glasses
obtained by DFT–RMC simulation are shown in Figure 8. The large-scale atomic
configurations of 1078 atoms provided sufficient statistics in real space. Both the
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Figure 9: Distribution of
–Al(Ca)–O–Al(Ca)–O–Al(Ca)– rings in
50CaO and 64CaO glasses obtained by
DFT–RMC simulation [23].

first Al-O and Ca-O correlation peaks are well-defined and sharp owing to the
formation ofAl-O andCa-O bonds, respectively. Note that the difference between
the 50CaO glass and 64CaO glass is very small, suggesting that their atomic cor-
relations are very similar. Indeed, the Al-O coordination number 𝑁

Al−O

calcu-
lated up to 2.5 Å is 4.26 for the 50CaO glass and 4.14 for the 64CaO glass, and
𝑁

Ca−O

calculated up to 2.8 Å is 5.02 for the 50CaO glass and 4.92 for the 64CaO
glass. These results suggest thatAlO

4

,AlO
5

,AlO
6

,CaO
4

,CaO
5

, andCaO
6

poly-
hedra are the predominant short-range structural units in theCaO-Al

2

O

3

glasses.
Figure 9 shows the distribution of –Al(Ca)–O–Al(Ca)–O–Al(Ca)– rings in

the CaO-Al
2

O

3

glasses. The 64CaO glass (high GFA) has a wide ring size distri-
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bution, while the 50CaO glass (low GFA) has a very narrow ring size distribution.
This trend canbeunderstood in termsof the concept of topological order–disorder
according to Gupta and Cooper [24]. We also found similar behavior in a MgO-
SiO

2

glass with a silica-rich composition [25], which exhibited topological disor-
der (many large rings with a wide ring size distribution) and higher GFA than that
of silica-poor glass.

This characteristic ring size distribution, and particularly the formation of
large rings, indicates the existence of a crucial intermediate-range structure at the
eutectic composition of 64CaO glass, which exhibits high viscosity in an under-
cooled liquid, yielding high GFA. Furthermore, it is suggested that the topological
disorder in the 64CaO glass is a signature of a “stronger” liquid [26] than that
of the 50CaO composition. This scenario can reasonably explain the high GFA
of the 64CaO glass without the need for the presence of a traditional network
former, as proposed in Zachariasen’s original theory [17]. Moreover, this charac-
teristic atomic structure in the 64CaO glass can be understood on the basis of the
“cage structure” model proposed by Kim et al. [27].

Recently, C12A7:e-electride glass has been synthesized from a strongly re-
duced high-temperature melt by Kim et al. [27]. It is assumed that the removal
of excess O atoms from AlO

5

and AlO

6

units in the C12A7 melt results in the
formation of more extended cage structures in the electride version of the glass,
which can host solvated electrons. To shed light on the formation of the elec-
tride glass, the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccu-
pied molecular orbital (LUMO) single-particle states of electrons were computed
for the 64CaO glass by DFT as illustrated in Figures 10(a) and (b). The characters
of the HOMO and LUMO states are considerably different: while the former is lo-
cated across atoms and bonds (Figure 10(a)), the latter is associated with a cavity
(cage), forming a spin-paired state analogous to an F-center in a vacancy site of
crystallineMgO (h

1

in Figure 10(b)). The computed HOMO–LUMO gap is 1.71 eV.
Since it is well known that DFT calculations at this level underestimate band gaps
by approximately a factor of two, this value is consistent with the typical insu-
lating electronic behavior and transparent properties of the glass. Furthermore,
our DFT–RMC model suggests that the first three cage-trapped LUMO states ap-
pear as impurity states below the onset of the conduction band. Following the
idea of bipolaron states and conducting electride glass, we removed one oxygen
atom from the h

2

site in Figure 10(b), thus releasing two additional electrons from
the Al/Ca cations in the system while keeping the total charge neutral, and then
the structure was optimized for several spin configurations by DFT. In the spin-
degenerate case, where there is no distinction concerning the “spin” of electrons,
these electrons occupy a cavity vacated by the removed oxygen (marked as h

2

),
yielding a HOMO state similar to that of the LUMO state of the parent system. On
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h1

h2

(a)                                                                (b)

(c)                                                                (d)

HOMO LUMO

Electride glass

h2

h1

Figure 10: Close-up visualizations of (a) HOMO and (b) LUMO single-particle electron states in
the 64CaO glass. h

1
indicates the cavity (cage) occupied by the LUMO. Yellow and magenta

represent for different signs of the wave-function nodes. (c) Simulation box and the electron
spin density of the 64CaO glass with one oxygen removed at h

2
, i.e., with two additional

electrons. (d) Cage structure around the spin density of one electron corresponding to the h
2

cavity (close-up of (c)). Al, gray; Ca, green;O, red [23].

the other hand, the removal of the spin-degeneracy (triplet spin configuration)
leads to a 0.97 eV more energetically favorable electronic configuration, where
the two additional electrons have the same spin and are located in well-separated
cavities (Figure 10(c), h

1

and h
2

). This procedure was repeated for two, three, and
four removed oxygen atoms (four, six, and eight additional electrons), and in all
cases, the separated (solvated) electrons in individual cages were energetically
more favorable than the F-center-like states (two electrons in one cavity). An ex-
ample of the cage structure around a single electron (spin density) is presented
in Figure 10(d). These cases confirm that by removing oxygen from the standard
stoichiometry, one can achieve local spin states in the 64CaO glass. Furthermore,
the gradual removal ofO increases the number of impurity states within the elec-
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tronic band gap, which leads to changes in conductivity due to a narrower band
gap.

6.4 Fast-phase-change materials

Although data storage on a DVD is part of our digital world, the physical basis
of the storage mechanism is not understood in detail. Information is stored on
a DVD in the form of microscopic bits in a thin layer of a polycrystalline alloy
containing several elements. The bits can have a disordered, amorphous or an
ordered, crystalline structure. The transition between the two phases lasts only
tens of nanoseconds and canbe triggered by a laser pulse [28]. The combination of
synchrotron radiation HEXTS and AXSmeasurements and RMC/density function
theory (DF)–molecular dynamics (MD) simulations has enabled the structures of
both phases to be determined for the first time and allowed the establishment of
a model to explain the rapid phase change and its high durability [29].

Figure 11(a) shows the X-ray total scattering structure factors 𝑆(𝑄) for crys-
talline (𝑐-) GST and amorphous (𝑎-) GST. 𝑆(𝑄) for 𝑐-GST exhibits sharp Bragg
peaks and a diffuse scattering pattern, while only the latter appears for 𝑎-GST. It
was demonstrated that 𝑆(𝑄) for the RMCmodel (solid curve) is in good agreement
with experimental data (open circles). The differential structure factors Δ𝑆(𝑄)
for Sb and Te obtained from AXS measurements are shown in Figure 11(b). As
can be seen in the figure, there are substantial differences between the Sb- and
Te-related data at 𝑄 < 6 Å−1, indicating that AXS measurements can be used to
distinguish Sb (atomic number of 51)-related correlation and Te (atomic number
of 52)-related correlation beyond the nearest neighbor distance.

The coordination numbers in 𝑎-GST were calculated up to 3.2 Å using the
RMC/DF–MD model. In 𝑐-GST, both Ge and Sb are sixfold coordinated while the
total coordination number of Te is 4.8 owing to a vacancy at the Ge/Sb mixing
site. These results are in good agreement with the average structure of rocksalt,
implying that disorder in the crystalline phase does not have any effect on the
average coordination number. Baker et al. reported on the basis of EXAFS mea-
surements [30] that both Ge and Sb obey the so-called 8-N rule and that Te is
overcoordinated in 𝑎-GST, while Akola et al. reported that Sb and Te are overco-
ordinated on the basis of atomic configurations obtained by RMC/DF–MD simu-
lation using only HEXTS data [31]. In our RMC model refined by employing AXS
data, the total coordination numbers for Ge, Sb, and Te are 3.8, 3.1, and 2.5, re-
spectively. Antimony has a lower coordination number than that in the previous
RMC/DF–MDmodel (𝑁

Sb

= 3.3 in Reference [31]). As a result, nowbothGe and Sb
obey the 8-N rule and onlyTe is overcoordinated. These results are in linewith the
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Figure 11: Comparison between the experimental structure factors (open circles) and the results
of RMC modelling (solid curve). (a) X-ray total structure factors 𝑆(𝑄) for 𝑐-GST and 𝑎-GST
obtained by HEXTS measurements. (b)Δ𝑆(𝑄) for 𝑎-GST obtained by AXS measurements at Sb
and Te K absorption edges. 𝑆(𝑄) of 𝑐-GST and Δ𝑆(𝑄) for Sb are displaced upward by 2 units for
clarity [29].

results of EXAFS measurements [30] and with Olson et al.’s argument, in which
they mentioned the possibility of overcoordinated Te if there are no homopolar
(Ge-Ge, Sb-Sb, Te-Te) bonds in 𝑎-GST [32].

As the simplest tool for analyzing correlations beyond the pair correlation,
the bond angle distributions of Te-Ge-Te and Te-Sb-Te triplets in 𝑐-GST and 𝑎-
GSTwere calculated. The distributions ofTe-Ge-Te andTe-Sb-Te triplets in 𝑐-GST
exhibit peaks at 90∘ and 180∘ owing to its rocksalt structure. The bond angle dis-
tributions in 𝑎-GST show a similar trend, but the peak widths are larger and the
magnitude of the peak at 180∘ is significantly smaller. Note that the magnitude
of the peak at 90∘ for 𝑎-GST is comparable to that for 𝑐-GST, although the bond
angle is somewhat larger in 𝑎-GST, particularly forTe-Ge-Te triplets, owing to the
small contribution from tetrahedralGe. This feature is consistent with the results
of an ab initioMD simulation reported by Caravati et al. [33]. Kim et al. mentioned
the occurrence of threefold 𝑝-like bonding in 𝑎-GST [34] on the basis of hard X-ray
photoemission spectroscopy data, which is consistent with the peaks at 90∘ and
180

∘ in the bond angle distributions of our revised RMC model.
To obtain statistical structural features beyond the nearest coordination dis-

tance, ring statistics were calculated by shortest-path analysis [35]. As canbe seen
in Figure 12(a), fourfold and sixfold rings consisting of –Ge(Sb)–Te– units are
dominant in 𝑐-GST. The existence of sixfold rings is due to the 20% vacancy rate
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Figure 12: Ring statistics for 𝑐-GST and 𝑎-GST obtained from RMCmodels. (a) Normalized
fraction of –Ge(Sb)–Te– rings. (b) Numbers of –Ge–Te– rings and –Sb–Te– rings in 𝑎-GST. The
total number of –Ge(Sb)–Te– rings is normalized because the number of particles in the
simulation box is not the same for 𝑐-GST and 𝑎-GST. The numbers of –Ge–Te– rings and
–Sb–Te– rings clearly show that –Ge–Te– rings form a covalent network and that the –Sb–Te–
rings do not contribute to this network in 𝑎-GST [29].

at Ge/Sb mixing sites. As discussed in Reference [31], small –Ge(Sb)–Te– rings
such as fourfold, fivefold, and sixfold rings are dominant in 𝑎-GST. The numbers
of rings consisting of –Ge–Te– units and of –Sb–Te– units in 𝑎-GST are shown
in Figure 12(b). Our RMC model refined by the introduction of AXS data demon-
strates that the large fractions of fourfold and sixfold rings are mainly formed by
Ge-Te bonds. Therefore, it is suggested that the core network constructed from
Ge-Te covalent bonds in 𝑎-GST is similar to that in 𝑐-GST, and that this core net-
work plays an important role in ensuring long-term stability of the amorphous
phase at room temperature.

To reveal the atomic ordering by Ge-Te and Sb-Te bonds in detail, the con-
nectivities of atoms were calculated for variousmaximum distances (𝑟

max

) within
which atomic pairs were considered to be connected. As can be seen in Fig-
ure 13(a), about 60% of the Ge-Te bonds form a continuous core network when
𝑟

max

is 3.2 Å, whereas Sb-Te bonds do not form such a network when 𝑟
max

is 3.2 Å.
This distance corresponds to the covalent bond length determined byDF–MDsim-
ulation [36], and both Ge and Sb satisfy the 8-N rule at 3.2 Å in our refined RMC
model (𝑁Ge = 3.8 and 𝑁

Sb

= 3.1). The atomic configurations of Ge-Te and Sb-
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Figure 13: Atomic configuration and connectivity of Ge-Te and Sb-Te in 𝑎-GST obtained by the
RMC model. (a) Connectivity of Ge-Te and Sb-Te for different values of 𝑟

max
. (b) Atomic

configuration of Ge-Te and Sb-Te (connectivity of Ge-Te and Sb-Te for 𝑟
max
= 3.2 Å). (c) Atomic

configuration of Sb-Te (connectivity of Sb-Te for 𝑟
max
= 3.5 Å) [29].

Te with bonds considered up to a distance of 3.2 Å are shown in Figure 13(b). It
can be clearly observed that Ge-Te bonds form a core network, which stabilizes
the amorphous phase, whereas Sb-Te bonds do not. Furthermore, it is evident
that Ge-Te bonds form large fractions of fourfold (highlighted in blue) and six-
fold (highlighted in light blue) rings. On the other hand, about 70% of the Sb-Te
pairs form a pseudonetwork, as can be seen in Figures 13(a) and (c), when when
𝑟

max

is 3.5 Å (in this case, the coordination numbers ofTe aroundGe (𝑁
Ge-Te) and

Sb (𝑁
Sb-Te) are 4.1 and 3.1, respectively). In other words, the Sb-Te pseudonet-

work becomes visible when we increase the correlation distance to 3.5 Å, while
such a feature cannot be observed forGe-Te connectivity.

On the basis of the structural features in 𝑎-GST found above, we illustrate the
phase-change scheme inFigure 14. Ashighlighted in red inFigure 14,Ge-Tebonds
significantly contribute to thenetwork comprisingby fourfold rings. Therefore,Ge
andTe can be recognized as network-forming elements that ensure the long-term
stability of the amorphous phase at room temperature, although amorphous (𝑎-)
GeTe is not a network former. The core Ge-Te network may remain in the crys-
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(a)

(b)

Amorphous phase                          Crystal phase 

Ge
Te 

Sb

Figure 14: Schematic drawing of phase-change process in 𝑎-GST where (a) highlights theGe-Te
core network and (b) highlights the Sb-Te pseudonetwork. The sticks representGe-Te and Sb-Te
bonds up to 3.2 Å and the dotted lines show Sb-Te correlations of 3.2 to 3.5 Å in the amorphous
phase [29].

talline phase, which explains the rapid crystallization. As highlighted in yellow
in Figure 14(b), the Sb-Te correlations beyond the nearest coordination distance
form a Sb-Te pseudonetwork. This unusual atomic ordering in terms of Sb-Te cor-
relations can be ascribed to the combination of two positively charged atoms (Ge,
−0.22 electrons; Sb, 0.32 electrons;Te, 0.22 electrons [36]) and allows the amor-
phous phase to form critical nuclei via the formation of Sb-Te bonds by small
atomic displacements of antimony and tellurium atoms. Thus, our finding can
reasonably explain why the crystallization of 𝑎-GeTe is very rapid in PC-RAM [37]
and why the crystallization of 𝑎-GST is faster than that of 𝑎-GeTe in DVDs [38].
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Figure 15: (a) Faber–Ziman total structure factors 𝑆(𝑄) for 𝑙-ZrO
2
at 2600–2800 ∘C together with

𝑆(𝑄) derived from a DF–MD simulation at 2800 ∘C. Both the experimental and DF–MD simulation
data at 2800 ∘C are displaced upward by 1 unit for clarity. (b) Total correlation functions 𝑇(𝑟) for
𝑙-ZrO

2
at 2600–2800 ∘C [41].

6.5 High-temperature levitated liquids

The use of levitation techniques has recently uncovered the structures of the
high-temperature oxide melts Al

2

O

3

[39], Y
2

O

3

[40], Ho

2

O

3

[40], La
2

O

3

[40],
ZrO

2

[40, 41], andUO
2

[42] using the high quality data together with simulation
techniques.

Figure 15(a) shows the Faber–Ziman [43] X-ray total structure factors 𝑆(𝑄) for
liquid (𝑙-) ZrO

2

at 2600–2800 ∘C. The structural change between the liquid at
2800

∘

C and the undercooled liquid at 2600 ∘C is small. A sharp peak is observed
at 𝑄 = 2 Å−1. The X-ray total correlation functions 𝑇(𝑟) for 𝑙-ZrO

2

(Figure 15(b))
also show small differences in the real space. The first correlation peak observed
at about 2.1 Å is assigned to Zr-O correlation and the significant tail to ∼3 Å im-
plies the formation of asymmetrical ZrO

n

polyhedra in the liquid. The second
peak observed at about 3.7 Å can be assigned mainly to Zr-Zr correlation, and
the contribution ofO-O correlation is unclear owing to its small weighting factor
for X-rays. The Zr-O correlation length of 2.1 Å is significantly longer than those
of Si-O (∼1.63 Å [44] at 1600–2100 ∘C) andAl-O (∼1.78 Å [39] at 2127 ∘C) owing
to substantial differences between the ionic radii of silicon, aluminum, and zirco-
nium ions [45]. The increased cation-oxygen correlation length in 𝑙-ZrO

2

suggests
that the oxygen coordination number around zirconium is higher than four be-
cause 2.1 Å is close to the sum of the ionic radii of oxygen (1.35 Å [45]) and sixfold
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zirconium (0.72 Å [45]). The intermediate-range structure of 𝑙-ZrO
2

is therefore
made up of large, interconnected polyhedral units and is very different from those
of 𝑙-SiO

2

and 𝑙-Al
2

O

3

. This suggests that the peak observed at𝑄 = 2 Å−1 in 𝑆(𝑄)

in Figure 15(a) is not the FSDP, which is typically associated with intermediate-
range ordering in disordered materials, meaning that there is no such ordering in
𝑙-ZrO

2

.
The total structure factor 𝑆(𝑄) obtained from the DF–MD simulation at

2800

∘

C is shown in Figure 15(a) as a solid magenta curve. The agreement with
the experimental data is excellent. Additional insight into the intermediate-range
ordering of 𝑙-ZrO

2

, in comparison with that of 𝑙-SiO
2

and 𝑙-Al
2

O

3

, can be found
by calculating the Bhatia–Thornton [46] number-number partial structure factor
𝑆NN(𝑄),

𝑆NN(𝑄) = 𝑐

2

A𝑆AA(𝑄) + 2𝑐A𝑐𝐵𝑆AA(𝑄)𝑆BB(𝑄) + 𝑐

2

B𝑆BB(𝑄) (8)

where 𝑆
𝑖𝑗

(𝑄) is a Faber–Ziman partial structure factor and 𝑐

𝑖

denotes the atomic
fractionof chemical species 𝑖 [47]. Figure 16(a) shows𝑆NN(𝑄) for 𝑙-ZrO2 at2800

∘

C

compared with those for 𝑙-Al
2

O

3

at 2127 ∘C [39] and 𝑙-SiO
2

at 2100 ∘C [44]. Only
𝑙-SiO
2

exhibits an FSDP at 𝑄𝑟AX = 2.7 (𝑟AX is the atomic cation (A) – anion (X)
distance in AX polyhedra). Neither 𝑙-Al

2

O

3

nor 𝑙-ZrO
2

shows an FSDP in 𝑆NN(𝑄),
although a small contribution arising from Zr-O andO-O correlations can be ob-
served at 𝑄𝑟AX = 2.2 in the 𝑙-ZrO

2

data. Since the Bhatia–Thornton 𝑆NN(𝑄) can
eliminate the weighting factors for X-rays, the absence of an FSDP in 𝑆NN(𝑄) for
𝑙-ZrO

2

is a signature of a non-glass-forming liquid.
The coordination number distributions of 𝑙-SiO

2

[44], 𝑙-Al
2

O

3

[40], and
𝑙-ZrO

2

calculated from the structural models are shown in Figure 16(b). SiO
4

tetrahedra are predominant in 𝑙-SiO
2

[44], while 𝑙-Al
2

O

3

comprisesAlO
3

, AlO
5

,
and AlO

6

units as well as fourfold Al. For 𝑙-ZrO
2

, the most common configura-
tions are ZrO

5

, ZrO
6

, and ZrO

7

. Although ZrO

2

and Al

2

O

3

have different stoi-
chiometries, this comparison supports our view that the variety of oxygen coor-
dination around cations in 𝑙-ZrO

2

is another characteristic feature of non-glass-
forming behaviour, because it can disturb the evolution of intermediate-range or-
dering.

To obtain structural features beyond the first coordination distance, a polyhe-
dral connection analysis was performed for 𝑙-SiO

2

[44], 𝑙-Al
2

O

3

[40], and 𝑙-ZrO
2

.
Figure 16(c) shows the fractions of corner-sharing, edge-sharing, and face-sharing
polyhedral units in the liquids. The corner sharing of oxygen is prevalent in
𝑙-SiO
2

[44], which is a unique feature of glass forming liquids (GFLs) according to
Zachariasen [17]. However, both 𝑙-Al

2

O

3

and 𝑙-ZrO
2

exhibit a considerable amout
of oxygen edge sharing, implying that the variety of polyhedral connections is
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Figure 16: (a) Bhatia–Thornton number-number partial structure factor 𝑆NN(𝑄) for 𝑙-ZrO2 at
2800

∘

C derived from the DF–MD simulation (bold curve) [41] in comparison with those for
𝑙-Al

2
O

3
at 2127 ∘C (solid curve) [40] and 𝑙-SiO

2
at 2100 ∘C (dotted curve) [44]. The momentum

transfer 𝑄 was scaled by 𝑟AX, which 𝑟AX is the first coordination distance between A and X in the
real-space function. (b) Coordination number distribution of oxygen around the cations in
𝑙-ZrO

2
at 2800 ∘C, 𝑙-Al

2
O

3
at 2127 ∘C [40], and 𝑙-SiO

2
at 2100 ∘C [44]. (c) Polyhedral connections

in 𝑙-ZrO
2
at 2800 ∘C, 𝑙-Al

2
O

3
at 2127 ∘C [40], and 𝑙-SiO

2
at 2100 ∘C [44]. CS, corner-sharing of

oxygen; ES, edge-sharing of oxygen; FS, face-sharing of oxygen.

a further characteristic feature of single component non-glass-forming oxide liq-
uids.

Electronic structure analysis was carried out in terms of the electronic den-
sity of states (DOS), Wannier functions (WFs), and effective charges for snap-
shots of the high-temperature phases of crystalline (𝑐-) ZrO

2

and 𝑙-ZrO
2

. The
DOS (above −20 eV) of 𝑐- and 𝑙-ZrO

2

and its projections (P-DOS) for 𝑙-ZrO
2

are
shown in Figure 17(a). The P-DOS plots reveal that this part of the electronic spec-
trum is mainly associated with oxygen (O-2𝑝 orbitals) and that the Zr semicore
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Figure 17: (a) DOS and its projections onto atomic orbitals for the higher valence bands and
conduction band, together with the Wannier function spreads (occupied states).
(b) Visualization of the HOMO state (KS orbital) in 𝑙-ZrO

2
. Yellow and blue isosurfaces denote

different signs of the wavefunction nodes [41].

states corresponding to the atomic Zr-4𝑠 and Zr-4𝑝 orbitals are deeper (below
−20 eV, not shown). The zirconium 𝑑-component dominates in the conduction
band of 𝑙-ZrO

2

. The effect of a high temperature on the distorted ZrO
n

polyhedra
in 𝑙-ZrO

2

is evident as a broadening of the energy bands, and the gap between
the valence and conduction bands disappears (the calculated band gap is 3.26 eV
for 𝑐-ZrO

2

).
The difference between the electronegativities of Zr (1.3) and O (3.5) indi-

cates that the chemical bonding between the two elements is mainly ionic, and
this is supported by the significant weight of the oxygen P-DOS for the highest va-
lence band. The effective charges calculated by the Bader method [48] are +2.62𝑒
and −1.31𝑒 for Zr and O in 𝑙-ZrO

2

, respectively, and reflect the ionic bonding.
The atomic charges in 𝑙-ZrO

2

are very similar to those in the crystalline phase,
which is in accordance with our previous studies on CaO-Al

2

O

3

[23] andMgO-
SiO

2

glasses [25]. The associated atomic volumes imply that the increased oxygen
volume in 𝑙-ZrO

2

compensates for the decreased oxygen coordination, and this
results in comparable atomic charges for the two phases. Similar behavior has
been found forMgO-SiO

2

glass [25].
The maximally localized WF can be considered as a natural generalization

of localized molecular orbitals in solids, and they provide valuable insight into
chemical bonding. The WFs have been obtained from the occupied Kohn-Sham
(KS) orbitals by a unitary transformation, where the spatial extension (spread) of
the WF orbitals is minimized. For eachWF orbital, the center of the WF indicates
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the most probable point for locating an electron (or an electron pair in the case of
a spin-degenerate orbital), and the correspondingWannier spread is a directmea-
sure of the degree of localization. The distribution of Wannier spreads is shown
in Figure 17(a). The oxygen coordination is smaller (𝑁

OZr

∼ 3) and less regular in
the liquid than in the crystal. There is considerable scatter in the spreads and the
WFs are considerably less localized than the crystal which has a value of ∼ 2.9.

The HOMO is also visualized in Figure 17(c), where the KS orbital (HOMO)
is delocalized over a group of atoms highlighted by a dashed circle, while the
transformed WFs for the HOMO and HOMO-1 (molecular orbitals) are each local-
ized over one Zr-O bond [41]. The WF shapes in these examples are very similar
to those in the high-temperature phase of 𝑐-ZrO

2

but there are also cases with
considerable deviation, as can be expected from the scatter of WF spreads (Fig-
ure 17(a)).

The origin of the FSDP associated with the formation of intermediate-range
ordering in oxide glasses and liquids remains controversial, because the inher-
ent disorder complicates the ability of AX polyhedral connections to form an A-X
network. SiO

2

has exceptionally high GFA, and the origin of the FSDP in SiO

2

has often been studied. The results are summarized in Reference [49]. The ran-
dom network model of Zachariasen [17], which was modified for an oxide glass in
References [50] and [51] (illustrated in Figure 7 of Reference [49]), demonstrates
that the intermediate-range ordering arises from the periodicity of boundaries be-
tween successive small cages in the network formed by connected, regular SiO

4

tetrahedra with shared oxygen atoms at the corners. It has also been suggested
that the small cages are topologically disordered [24], resulting in a broad distri-
bution of ring sizes from threefold to twelvefold rings centered at sixfold rings [25].
This is reflected in 𝑆NN(𝑄) for 𝑙-SiO2 (Figure 16(a)), where the FSDP width is
broader than that of the corresponding Bragg peak in the crystalline phase (𝛽-
cristobalite, 𝑐-SiO

2

), where only a sixfold ring contributes. Figure 18(a) and (b)
shows three-dimensional atomic configurations and schematic illustrations of 𝑐-
SiO

2

and 𝑙-SiO
2

, respectively. The crystalline phase exhibits only sixfold rings
of six SiO

4

tetrahedra, resulting in long-range periodicity (dashed cyan lines in
Figure 18(a)). However, some pseudo Bragg planes (dashed cyan lines in the left
panel of Figure 18(b)) can be recognized in 𝑙-SiO

2

. Although the introduction
of different ring sizes can easily modify the crystalline topological order (Fig-
ure 18(b)), the interconnection of regular SiO

4

tetrahedra with shared oxygen at
corners only yields the broadened Bragg peak as the FSDP.

As can be seen in Figure 16(a), an FSDP is absent in 𝑆NN(𝑄) for 𝑙-ZrO2. This is
because thevariety of short-range structural unitswith largeoxygencoordination,
ZrO

5

,ZrO
6

, andZrO
7

, and the large contribution of oxygen edge sharingprevent
the formation of intermediate-range ordering. A similar feature canbe expected in
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Figure 18: Atomic configurations and schematic illustrations of (a) 𝑐-SiO
2
, (b) 𝑙-SiO

2
, and

(c) 𝑙-ZrO
2
. The periodicity of the cage boundaries is highlighted by dashed lines and curves [41].

𝑙-Y
2

O

3

and 𝑙-La
2

O

3

because their Faber–Ziman partial structure factors 𝑆
𝑖𝑗

(𝑄) do
not contribute to the expected𝑄 position of ∼1 Å−1 for an FSDP [40]. Short-range
structural disordering in 𝑙-ZrO

2

is further demonstrated in the three-dimensional
atomic configuration and the schematic illustration of 𝑙-ZrO

2

(Figure 18(c)). The
periodicity of boundaries (dashed lines) is suppressed by edge sharing of oxygen
associated with the formation of ZrO

5

, ZrO
6

, and ZrO

7

. Although ZrO

2

forms
a network structure by interconnecting AX polyhedra in the liquid phase, we have
shown that the various short-range structural units and their connectivity cause
disorder at the intermediate range and prevent the evolution of an FSDP for the
liquid. Our results demonstrate that the absence of an FSDP in 𝑆NN(𝑄) can be an
important indicator of single component non-glass-forming oxide liquids, but this
does not necessarily apply similarly to other non-GFLs.

The absence of an FSDP in 𝑆NN(𝑄) suggests that both 𝑙-Al
2

O

3

and 𝑙-ZrO
2

are very fragile liquids [26]. This suggestion is supported by a comparison with
𝑙-ZnCl

2

, which is recognized as an intermediate case between a strong and fragile
liquid. 𝑙-ZnCl

2

has awell-defined but not sharp FSDP in 𝑆NN(𝑄) owing to the con-
tribution of corner-sharingZnCl

4

tetrahedra, while edge sharing also occurs [52].
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This behavior of the fragile glass former is very similar to that of 𝑙-GeSe
2

, forwhich
the FSDP in 𝑆NN(𝑄) is weak, and a considerable fraction of edge-sharing GeSe

4

tetrahedra contribute [53], as in glassyGeSe
2

[54].We supeculate that the fragility
of liquid increases with the contribution of edge-sharing tetrahedra, as discussed
in Reference [55].

7 Conclusions
We have reported the recent development of the HEXTS and AXS instrumenta-
tion at SPring-8 together with the development of levitation techniques. HEXTS
and AXS have become indispensable techniques for uncovering the atomistic
structure in disordered materials. It is also stressed that the combination of
HEXTS/AXS/EXAFS and the neutron scattering technique is the best approach
for revealing short- and intermediate range ordering in disodered materials. Fur-
thermore, we have reviewed recent research topics on glasses, high-temperature
liquids, and amorphous materials involving advanced experiments and theories.

The use of coherent X-rays is one of the most important topics for next gener-
ation synchrotron radiation sources. Some pioneering studies have been reported
on the investigation of aperiodic materials using X-ray cross-correlation analy-
sis [56]. The results demonstrate the importance and benefit of using coherent
X-rays. To promote the advanced science of disordered materials in future, it is
desiable to use high-energy coherent X-rays in combination with advanced the-
ory to unravel the “ordering” in disordered materials [57, 58], which is hidden in
the pair correlations.
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the approval of the Japan Synchrotron Radiation Research Institute (JASRI) (Pro-
posal Nos. 2010B1069, 2010B1144, 2011B1219, 2011B1220, 2011B1508, 2011B2001,
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